
What does it mean? How does it work?
• The referencing of an application is its notoriety on the stores.

• A « store » is a virtual shop in which a user can download new applications. There are 
two main stores, iOS App Store and Android Google Play.

• App Store Optimization (ASO) is a process which aims at optimizing the referencing 
of an application, and thus move it up in the stores rankings and improve its 
visibility.

How to optimize the referencing of your App

What’s the point?
• With over 6 million apps on AppStore and GooglePlay, competition in the mobile app 

market is tough. Main consequence: 80% of applications never reach 500 downloads ... 
they are invisible.

• ASO helps boost your app to the top of the store ranking so that it appears in the 
first results when a user searches for it.

The key indicators for App Store Optimization (ASO) are:

• Key words
Choose relevant keywords to help users find it. For example, « car wash » for an app that 
offers to locate car wash stations. You will have to enter keywords during the publishing 
process of the app.

• The title/name of the app
Make sure that your app title is relevant and that it respects the rules set out in the Graphic 
Charter of mobile Apps.

• The description of the app
The description is intended for both users and algorithms: make sure it contains clear and 
relevant keywords.

• The category in which the app is referenced
To choose the right category, put yourself in the shoes of the users: where are they most 
likely to search for your app?

ASO has no more secrets for you, it's up to you now!

Example : if a user types the keyword “ENERGY” in the 
AppStore search bar, the first 3 applications that appear are:

1) TotalEnergies Electricité & Gaz
2) Engie Gaz & Electricité

3) Radio Energie NRJ

There are +10,000 results for this keyword. Therefore, the 
lower an app is in the ranking, the less likely it is to be 
downloaded.

• Les visuals of the app
To illustrate your application, select screenshots which 
are representative of your app’s use case.

• The regularity/number of updates

• The number of downloads

• The users’ ratings & comments


